Since the publication of this article, the authors above have noticed that the column graphs of Figure 6e and f were incorrect in its online version.
This error has now been rectified, and the correct article appears in this issue. The html and online pdf versions have also been rectified, and now carry the correct paper.
The authors apologize for any inconvenience caused.
Bcl-2 induces pro-oxidant state by engaging mitochondrial respiration in tumor cells In Figure S1b of the Supplementary Figures, the wrong actin blot was used as a loading control, which did not correlate with the particular set of experiment performed. This has been corrected and replaced with the appropriate actin blot correlating to this particular set of experiment in Figure S1b . The findings and conclusion derived from Figure S1b It has come to our attention that the wrong western blot results for actin in the bottom panel of Figure 3b and for COX4 in Figure 7c 
